INVOCATION: We Give Praise and Gratitude to the Beloved Brothers and Sisters of
Earth, who, through their Joy-filled Hearts have now established and become the New
Radiating Centres of Light to All humanity. We give Praise and Thanks that out of All
Dear One’s, will come Peace and Prosperity to mankind for them to Embrace also. ‘I
AM’ The Power of God that Self-Sustains and Self-Maintains the Reign of Peace on
Earth that no man can destroy. ‘I AM’ The Mother’s Love and The Father’s Light That
Will Illumine and Strengthen the Hearts of All God’s Children in all ruling and
administrational places around the world; and out of all Will Come Love, Justice, and
Wisdom.
ST GERMAIN: Beloved Hearts, I come to you today, along with My Close Brothers,
Jesus the Christ, and Archangel Gabriel. There has been a request from within the
Class Membership, and I can tell you there has been good reason for this awareness
that Our Brother Gabriel has drawn close. Christmas time is always a very special
time of the year, and none more than the remembrance of the Birth of Christ Jesus
and being with Family. It is no coincidence that this subject is at the forefront of Our
Minds today, especially after the recent information that has been supplied by
Mother Gaia Herself, which has Illumined the Way for what 2019 shall provide for
Humanity and Mother Earth Herself.
The Work that you have done Dear One’s, since the 7th December, to be specific, the
Activation of your Buddhic Columns, White Fire Tubes and Golden White Fire Lights
of the Orbs, along with the Christ Blue Lightning Rings of Electromagnetic Fire, has
indeed activated far more than you could ever begin to imagine. We are so pleased
to announce that this Work has Now Triggered the Time Codes, Star Gates and Portals
within the Earth of Beloved Virgo and Pelleur to Illumine the Way for the New
Children of the Light to begin their Migration into the New Erthe.

On Christmas Day, the day you shall all begin this ‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class, there shall
Commence a Mighty Celebration within the Entire Company of Heaven, They shall be coming
together from Every Level of Dimension, to Rejoice and Sing the Praises for Humanity to God,
in a way that has never been seen on Earth or within the Atmospheres of this Entire Universe
EVER before!
Your Olympic Games Opening Ceremonies, which you could say are the Highlight of your
human celebrations every 4 years, shall be but a drop in a bucket, a VERY large bucket indeed,
for what is Transpiring right Now! Dear Brothers and Sisters, what you have done, by Creating
and Anchoring these Beacons of Light, particularly within the Borders of the Americas, is
nothing short of Miraculous, nothing less than to Initiate and Activate enormous, vast and
awe-inspiring Grids of Light, that shall be seen throughout the Cosmoses for all who have the
Eyes to See, like a Star Burst of Enormous Power! We told you Dear One’s if you did but a
one-third of the Work, We would do the other two-thirds. And So It Is Now expanding
exponentially!
This Ignition of Invocation that has now been Actuated has set forth an instantaneous Electro
Magnetic Impulse of the Mother’s Love and Father’s Light from the Great Central Sun, like a
Detonation of Explosive Life Force, of such a Powerful Illumination of a Giant Planetary
Christmas Tree. The Sounds and Colours of Awe have caught Everyone by Surprize within the
Masters’ Octaves. This is such a significant Event that We did not expect this to Manifest for
some years to come! Our Hearts Dear One’s are filled with Glee like little children as they sit
beneath a Christmas Tree on Christmas Day with the Treasure Trove of Gifts that Lay before
them. The Tears of Joy are flowing like Rivers of Love throughout All Life to see this taking
place! Oh, how We have waited!
We Love you! We Love You, We Love You! Oh Our Beloved America may now begin to turn
around all that has hindered and delayed Her Advancement of Peace, Joy, Love and Wisdom
until now! The ‘I AM’ Discourses that came through Our Beloved Mighty Messengers of God,
who have passed before you, look upon You with their Hearts filled with Love and Strength,
the Love of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence flowing forth to Heal, to Bless, and to prosper all
men, women and children of America and the World. The New Generations of Lightworkers
have begun a whole New Formula of Approach, a New Template not seen before, that will
assist mankind in the future to come.
Beloved One’s, this is just the beginning and although the very Substance of Earth has
quickened into Greater Activity by Our Messengers, the Ballards, and those who have
followed them to this day; and as the Children of God who now walk the Earth, so shall they
feel a New Current of God flowing in, through and all around them, quickening them into
Greater Love, Loyalty, and the God Desire for the Divine Freedom for all.
Oh America! does seem to have become bound in limitations and denial, but Art Boundless
and Timeless and nothing shall prevent Your Freedom or the Freedom of the World to
follow! hast now entered a New Cycle of Time that makes way for the Entry into Your Great
Freedom. You seem to still be in the throes of pain; but I tell You Beloveds this Christmas

Day a Birth of another Christ Essence Will be Born within a Great Peace, Health, Happiness,
and Prosperity there within The United States of America. We Give Praise and Gratitude
that this is God’s Wisdom through His, Her Beloved Children of the Light, and the
Luminescence, Effervescence and Life Giving Joy of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.
The Christed Earth Children, are now Embracing You, like never before, Oh America! And
through the Christed Earth Children, another Birth is immanent this Christmas Day! That of
the New Erthe! Beloved One’s, Majesty and Power, shall Now Command Obedience of all
that is of the outer, to be in Service to the Inner ‘I AM’ Presence. The Power of Divine Love,
Now Governs, more than ever before, The Freedom of America, its people and the World!
We Give Praise and Gratitude that America is a Great Jewel within the Heart of God, the
Lamp of Illumination Ignited by the un-ascended Children Of God and Radiated by the Mighty
‘I AM’ Presence within them, the Chalices, the Crystal Cups, holding within them, Its Pure
Radiance for the Freedom, Peace, Health, Prosperity, and Illumination of all those who dwell
within You.
The Dove of Peace Has Landed! May all the World feel Your Radiance and be Blest by It.
Peace! Peace! Peace! And on Earth, Goodwill and God Will to every man, woman and
child; every Elemental, Deva and Angelic Host; every animal, insect, bird, fish; all sentient
life; Your Freedom is now Ensured!
I want to share something with you Dear Hearts. I want to tell you why I Granted you My
Dispensation of the ‘Bounty of the ‘I AM’ Authority Discourses’. In the New Christ Activity,
especially since 2012, and with the advent of Greater Awareness and the Work that Aligns
Itself to Higher Consciousness, such as the Elemental Grace Alliance for example, but not
limited to it, there are needs for the Granting of God’s Dispensations; but to what extent
They are given, depends upon the Dedication, Commitment and Obedience to the Laws that
pertain to any Divine Activity.
Hence the statement ‘the more one follows the Cosmic Laws the more Responsibilities they
can be given’. There are Times and Points of such Activity, New Dispensations can be given.
These have in the past, advanced civilizations sometimes hundreds of years. The
Dispensations Granted to the Elemental Grace Alliance over the past few years, offer such
advancements to potentially extend to thousands of years into the future. You have been
told over the course of these Discourses through this Alliance that humanity is somewhere
around 5,000 years behind its Evolutionary Plan.
Already the Work done here has made up around 1000 years of that time frame. I tell you
this for this is something I want you to take on board, not for any vanity, self-importance,
arrogance or superiority reasons, but for you to be aware, that time opportunities lay before
you and to take this VERY seriously, if you are going to achieve your Highest Potentials.
Without this Knowledge one could easily become a little complacent, content or satisfied
where you are, and that My Dear One’s will not do at these Levels of Vibrational Awareness
and Light Quotients. ‘I AM’ asking you to not sit on any laurels, glories or achievements, for
this would only hold you back and prevent you from completing this Goal. You asked to be

told what you need to be aware of! So this is one of those things you need to be aware of!
Do not stop looking into the future for much will be revealed to you, Only through these
sorts of experiences.
So the ‘Bounty of the ‘I AM’ Discourses’ has been Awarded you for a reason and it is for this
reason you need to be told. I do not wish you to be swayed in the outer world activities
when My Class is Calling You! My Calling will keep you Focused on the Future Planet Earth,
and not being held within the old conscious manifestations. Your Work is just beginning in
the present, but it shall be ALL Rooted in the future! Therefore, We Need you all to stay
Focused and Present in the future as often as you can! It is easier to bring the future to the
present than it is to take the present to the future. Do you understand?
I invite each of you to become more Mindful of these Invocations. Use them wisely and in
times of need!
•

‘I AM’ God’s Child and I can do everything God wants me to do, and I do it Now.

•

I clothe every atom of my world this day with Infinite Love and Wisdom.

•

My Home, Body, Mind and World is the Heart of Divine Love’s Operation.

•

‘I AM’ the Divine Plan of the Light in Perfect physical Operation now and forever.

Also be as faithful as you can to the healing of any physical distress and keep your Inner Eye
on the healing of the wounds of abhorrence, dislike or aversion. God within you is Alive. Do
not allow Him or Her to be silenced by thought-forms of your sense perceptions or fears.
Always remember that God and His Manifestations are One. The Elemental Grace Alliance
is His, Her Manifestation and You and I are Part of that Manifestation.
I tell you everything grows by use and All things move in cycles. So when the Cosmic Hour
strikes, and something important needs to be Activated, as was the Buddhic Columns, the
Whole Combined Force of the Ascended Host can be used to accomplish such a definite
Purpose. There are a Great many things in which They may not interfere, between any
interim periods; otherwise humanity would not be where they are today. But when
individuals look to Us, We can give Assistance without limit according to their own Readiness
to such Commands and Demands; but in the Cosmic Cyclic Action, We may not interfere
otherwise. So, with such Dispensations a Grant of Extraordinary Release of Instructions, We
can draw near, for this Grant overrides the Cosmic Law that does not allow Us to interfere.
Now with you, We can more than interfere, We can direct and Guide at Levels where We
cannot make contact with the masses of humanity.
This I want you to know so it helps you look more to Us as Brothers and Sisters and indeed
Divine Friends, whereby We can open communications to a much greater depth than just
open ended information. So even this Discourse could not be possible without the Grant of
Extraordinary Release of Instruction. Do you understand? So you will not see anything like

this within the public internet exchanges.
Dear Ones, I will close now for Beloved Archangel Gabriel to share with you. But before I do,
I ask each of you on the night before any Important Action from this time forward,
individually, as a Group, or before each day of My Class, always go into the Secret Heart of
God’s Great Love. Mankind, Students, Aspirants or Disciples do not prepare the way ahead.
This is an unknown facet of such Events or Studies. When one wakes in the night, one
sometimes returns to the body to Anchor in the outer consciousness something that is
needed there, or that is to be called forth when a future need arises. So here is My
Instruction that you should observe very seriously.
Create a Covenant with your ‘I AM’ Presence beginning on the 23rd December, that He or
She takes you to The Tetons where We will sit together in Discourse and Instruction
relating the ‘I AM’ Activity and World Affairs. That means for the duration of My ‘‘I AM’
AUTHORITY Class the night before each daily Class Activity We shall meet in My Etheric
Temple. Each Night you shall be charged with the Full Radiations of The Mighty ‘I Am’
Presence and Christ Consciousness, not only by Me, but Jesus The Christ and many, many
Others over the duration of the Study Class..
When We come to a certain Point of Achievement in any prevailing Activity, We Will make
contact with the Wisdom gained in previous and perhaps forgotten experiences; and if there
is a necessity, We shall call that Wisdom forth and use it.
In most instances it is already done, unknown to the outer consciousness, as will the
Elemental Grace Alliance Manifestation testify. But We wish you to be conscious of these
memories now, so if you require Knowledge that you have been conversant with in previous,
forgotten experience, it is many times easier to recall that Knowledge than to reach into the
Central Source and bring it forth from the uncreated. The Great Law is not parsimonious,
tight-fisted or sparing, but it is conservative. It does not permit any unnecessary use of Itself.
So, Beloved Hearts, now with your Beacons of Light, please take the time daily to transmit
in all directions the Radiance of the ‘I AM’ Presence to Everyone and everything. Move your
consciousness to the top of your Beacons of Light and see the Christ Love being Transmitted
out from there! Likewise know that ‘As Above, So Below’, your Crown Chakra is your
Transmitting Station where you have removed yourself from your Buddhic Columns.
Know that in this Mighty Consciousness, the Limitless Power of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence
flows forth to each individual and gives that which he or she is ready to receive, bringing
Enlightenment and Decision to everyone. Be Conscious that your own Minds and Hearts are
such Powerful Divine Centres that at any time you can make quick, unerring decisions
through the Power of Divine Love. Recognize that your Mind and Heart is but a Vehicle of
the Great Master Presence of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence within, and that it is to obey that
Inner ‘I AM’ Presence at all times. Command it to always Act with Decision, Alertness, and
Quickness, and that all human sense of wavering be forever consumed from this time
forward.

I shall step back now and allow Beloved Archangel Gabriel to come forward and speak with
you!
BENEDICTION: Infinite, Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, God Individualized on this Sphere of
Earth, We give Praise and Thanks and ask that You Guide and Direct humanity to
Truth, Justice and Wisdom in the shortest time possible!

